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Preface 

During the period of NR/SR Bosnia & Herzegovina (1945-1992) thousands of monuments 

commemorating the People’s Liberation War, Struggle and Movement (commonly referred to in 

abbreviated form as NOR, NOB and NOP  - henceforth collectively referred to as NOB) were created 

and unveiled on its territory. In recent decades, these monuments to the NOB have often become 

forgotten, ignored, or exposed to unquantifiable damage. The reasons for this ‘unquantifiability’ 

stem, in part, from the lack of a comprehensive recording system1 among and between 

stakeholders2 during the period of SRBiH, and the destruction of archives of stakeholders during the 

1992-95 war and its immediate aftermath,  but have been inarguably exacerbated by the 

administrative system in Bosnia & Herzegovina in the present day.  

This paper aims to give a brief overview of the current situation of monuments to the People’s 

Liberation War, Struggle and Movement on the territory of Banovidi municipality, in Tuzla Canton 

(FBiH). 

  

                                                           
1
 Incomplete stock-taking was made prior to 1962, when a list of Protected Monuments was drawn up, and 

once again from summer 1966 to late 1973, when a more comprehensive inventory was made, a summary of 
which was published in 1981 (Tihid, 1981), stating that 809 memorial plaques, 207 busts, 104 fountains and 
similar, 453 artistic monuments, 300 identified individual graves and mass graves and 176 graveyards for 
partisans and victims of fascist terror (2,049 immovable properties in total) had been identified. 
2
 Largely local and national organizations for Antifascists and Veterans of the NOR 
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Background and Summary 

Banovidi municipality lies in Tuzla Canton, in the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina entity. Its 

pre-1992 borders remain unchanged. 

Between 1966 and 1973, the most comprehensive nationwide survey of immovable monuments to 

the NOB to date was carried out under the auspices of the Republic Institute for the Protection of 

Monuments. However, it was not until 1981 that a summary of this survey list was published (Tihid, 

1981). In total, 2,049 immovable properties were recorded on the territory of SR Bosnia & 

Herzegovina, with 8 being recorded upon the territory of Banovidi municipality in a survey 

conducted in June 19703, categorized as follows: 

- Memorial plaques – 1 

- Memorial busts – 1 

- Fountains, wells and cisterns – 0 

- Artistic monuments – 3 

- Identified individual graves and mass graves – 3 

- Graveyards for Partisans and Victims of Fascist Terror – 0 

Although the construction of memorials and monuments continued long after this period (with a 

wave of monuments being created in the wake of the death of Josip Broz Tito, and continuing 

throughout the 1980s), no further Republic-level survey of monuments was undertaken before the 

secession of Bosnia and Herzegovina from Yugoslavia in 1992. 

To date, no other study on memorials to the NOB and Revolution has been undertaken on the 

territory of Banovidi municipality, to the best of the author’s knowledge. 

Banovidi’s current spatial plan, spanning 2015 to 2035 (Opdina Banovidi, 2017) lists the following 

monuments related to the NOB and subsequent workers’ movement as monuments of local 

importance (p.221): 

- Monument to the NOB in the settlement of Banovidi Selo 
- Memorial obelisk in Banovidi train station 
- Memorial plaque to the NOR4 
- Murals by Ismet Mujezinovid in the Workers’ Hall in Banovidi 

Additionally, it should be noted that the monument to the NOB in the settlement of Banovidi Selo 

(consisting of an ossuary with five interred individuals and a stone frieze) lies upon a property 

registered as a National Monument of Bosnia & Herzegovina since 2005, as part of the inscription 

“Stedak tombstones in Banovidi Selo, the historic monument” (Commission to Preserve National 

Monuments, 2005). 

However, through correspondence with a representative of “Udruženje gradjana Josip Broz Tito 

Banovidi”, a comprehensive list of monuments lying upon the territory of the municipality was 

obtained in June 2018, with additional information being given in January 2019. The list provided, in 

addition to the four sites mentioned in the municipality’s Spatial Plan, is as follows: 

                                                           
3
 Actual dates: 19-20 June 1970 

4
 No location, specific event or person(s) commemorated is mentioned 
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- Memorial ossuary in Željova 

- Memorial ossuary in Omazidi 

- Monument in Bučik 

- Grave of Pejo Markovid5 

- Grave of an Unknown Hero, Mrljevidi 

- Grave of an Unknown Hero, Pribitkovidi 

In total, this report documents 11 monuments and memorials to the People’s Liberation War and 

Revolution on the territory of Banovidi municipality. It must be noted however, that during field 

research, local residents mentioned the fact that additional memorial plaques may have existed 

within the town, although there were conflicting narratives as to their locations. All locations 

mentioned as possible sites of this plaque(s) were visited, but no trace could be found. 

 

 

 

  

                                                           
5
 This grave actually lies upon the territory of Živinice municipality, and is therefore not included within this 

report. For more information, see Mušid, Edita & Lawler, Andrew (2018). “Monuments and memorials to the 
People’s Liberation War on the territory of Bosnia and Herzegovina – their current status and condition: Živinice 
municipality”. 
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Monuments and Memorials in Banovidi Municipality 

1. Monument to the NOB, Banovidi Selo 

 

Figure 1a: Enclosure, ornamental stele and grave markers 

 

Figure 1b: Ornamental stele front 
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Figure 1c: Ornamental stele rear 

This monument was unveiled in 1975 in the settlement of Banovidi Selo. Its author is unknown. It 

consists of a small circular enclosure (which is possibly not original to the memorial), inside which lie 

five grave markers and a carved white marble frieze.  

Four of the five individuals commemorated at the site were members of the 12th Krajinan Brigade 

who were all lost on 20 August 1944. 

The five plaques are inscribed as follows:6 

DUDID VLADE MILOŠ 

TRNJANI-DOBOJ 1924. 

XII KRAJIŠKA BRIGADA 

POGINUO 20. VIII. 1944. 

                                                           
6
 The information on these headstones differs somewhat to that provided in the history of the XII Krajinan 

Brigade (Marjanovid, Kukolj, Vujovid, Gadeša & Ranilovid, 1986 pp.343-381). First, Miloš Dudid is claimed to 
have died on 19 July 1944 in the Brigade’s assault on Kotor Varoš (p.353). Second, Šaban Rahmanovid is 
claimed to have died on 30 August 1944 in the vicinity of Vlasenica (p.373). Third, Šerif Hadžirid is referred to 
as ‘Meho’, and is claimed to have been killed on 16 August 1944 near Banovidi (p.379). Finally, the book gives 
Fehim Karid’s surname as ‘Kazid’, also claiming that he fell on 16 August 1944 near Banovidi (p.358). The date 
of death of the final two is further supported by an account given by Vujovid (1970, p.151), who claims that the 
XII Krajinan Brigade fought against Ustaša forces in Banovidi on 16 August. No additional information could be 
found on Mujo Pobrid. 
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RAHMANOVID SULJE ŠABAN 

GARIDI-KOTOR VAROŠ 1922. 

XII KRAJIŠKA BRIGADA 

POGINUO 20. VIII. 1944. 

HADŽIRID AHMETA ŠERIF 

GARIDI-KOTOR VAROŠ 1919. 

XII KRAJIŠKA BRIGADA 

POGINUO 20. VIII. 1944. 

POBRID IDRIZA MUJO 

RAJSKA-GRADAČAC 1924. 

XVI M. BRIGADA 

POGINUO FEBRUARA 1944. 

KARID BEGE FEHIM  

ČAPLJE-SANSKI MOST 1922. 

XII KRAJIŠKA BRIGADA 

POGINUO 20.VIII 1944. 

The stone frieze, which is set directly behind the five grave markers, depicts six figures. Three are 

running forward, with the rear one of these carrying another figure, who is apparently injured. One, 

immediately to the left of these, is looking upwards, and is in a pose that suggests he has been 

injured or killed (most likely shot). The final figure is crouching down in front of this one. It is not 

known whether these figures are meant to represent or symbolize a particular historical event or 

group of people. 

The rear of the stone frieze is inscribed (in the Latin alphabet) as follows: 

“ZIVITE ZA OVU ZEMLJU 

KAO ŠTO SMO MI ZA NJU UMRU” 

SUBNOR BANOVIDI I 

MJESNA ZAJEDNICA 

BANOVIDI SELO 19757 

This monument lies upon a property that has been registered as a National Monument of Bosnia & 

Herzegovina since 2005, as part of the inscription “Stedak tombstones in Banovidi Selo, the historic 

monument” (Commission to Preserve National Monuments, 2005), and therefore (albeit 

incidentally) falls under the protection of State authorities.  

The monument is in good condition, and upon a site visit in December 2018, showed evidence of 

recent horticultural maintenance. 

  

                                                           
7
 Translation: “Live for this country like we died for it” SUBNOR Banovidi and Local Community Banovidi Selo 

1975 
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2.  Monument to commemorate the construction of the Brčko-Banovidi line, Oskova 

 

Figure 2a: Memorial plaque on wall 
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Figure 2b: Detail of memorial plaque 

This memorial plaque was unveiled to commemorate the construction of the Brčko-Banovidi train 

line, considered a major feat of the newly-formed Socialist Yugoslavia. Its precise date of unveiling is 

unknown, although judging from its style, it is highly likely that it was opened simultaneous to, or 

shortly after, the opening of the line. It lies in the settlement of Oskova, at a location also known as 

Brioni. 

The Brčko-Banovidi train line was constructed by over 62,000 local and 1,800 foreign volunteer youth 

workers, with construction starting in May 1946, and the first coal-bearing train passing along the 

line on 7 November 1946, a day formerly commemorated as the municipal day of Banovidi (klix.ba, 

2014), and upon which commemorations of the opening of the line are still held to this day 

(banovici.gov.ba, 2016). 
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The plaque is situated on a specially constructed wall, and is sometimes referred to as a ‘memorial 

obelisk’ for this reason. The inscription on the plaque (in the Cyrillic alphabet) is as follows: 

SEDMOG NOVEMBRA 1946 

NA 29. GODIŠNJICU 

VELIKE OKTOBARSKE SOCI- 

JALISTIČKE REVOLUCIJE 

SA OVOG MJESTA POŠAO JE 

OMLADINSKOM PRUGOM 

BRČKO – BANOVIDI 

PRVI VOZ NATOVAREN BANOVIDKIM UGLJENOM. 

 

NA IZGRADNJI PRUGE UČESTVOVALO JE 

62.000 ČLANOVA 

NARODNE OMLADINE JUGOSLAVIJE I 

1.800 OMLADINACA IZ 

POLJSKE ČEHOSLOVAČKE 

BUGARSKE ALBANIJE 

GRČKE RUMUNIJE 

MAĐARSKE ŠVAJCARSKE 

BELGIJE AUSTRIJE 

HOLANDIJE FRANCUSKE 

DANSKE INDIJE 

LUŽICA I ENGLESKE 

SMRT FAŠIZMU – SLOBODA NARODU8 

The plaque is in very good condition, and both itself and the structure upon which it is situated 

appear to be relatively well maintained.  

                                                           
8
 Translation: On the Seventh of November 1946, on the 29

th
 Anniversary of the Great October Socialist 

Revolution, from this location departed the Youth Movement Railway Brčko – Banovidi’s first train loaded with 
Banovidi coal. On the construction of the track participated 62,000 members of the People’s Youth of 
Yugoslavia and 1,800 youths from Poland, Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria, Albania, Greece, Romania, Hungary, 
Switzerland, Belgium, Austria, Holland, France, Denmark, India, Lusatia and England. Death to Fascism, 
Freedom to the People. 
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3. Memorial plaque to commemorate a visit by Josip Broz Tito, Banovidi 

 

Figure 3a: Memorial plaque in front of Banovidi bus station 

This memorial plaque was unveiled in 1956 in front of Banovidi’s main bus station, and 

commemorates the 10th anniversary of a visit to the town by Josip Broz Tito. 

The plaque is installed upon a simple concrete base, and is inscribed (in the Latin alphabet) as 

follows: 

DANA 27. SEPTEMBRA 1946. GOD.  

NA OVOM MJESTU DRUG TITO 

ODRŽAO JE GOVOR RUDARIMA I  

NARODU OVOGA KRAJA KOLE- 

KTIVA RUDNIKA UGLJA 

“TITO” BANOVIDI                  

                                  LITVA 06.XII.1956 GOD9 

Immediately in front of the plaque is a red five-pointed star set into the grass, and the whole area is 

enclosed by a simple chain fence, approximately 0.5 metres in height. 

                                                           
9
 Translation: On the day of 27 September 1946, at this location Comrade Tito held a meeting with miners and 

people of this region Collective of Coal Miners ‘Tito’ Banovidi, Litva 06.XII.1956 
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The enclosed area and five-pointed star set into the ground are in relatively poor condition, and are 

in need of restoration or maintenance. While the plaque itself is in very good condition, the base 

into which it is set bears evidence of damage on the upper portion of the left side. It could not be 

ascertained as to when this damage occurred, or whether indeed it was intentional or accidental. 
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4. Murals to commemorate the NOB in the Workers’ Hall, Banovidi 

 

Figure 4a: ‘Rebellion’ mural 

 

Figure 4b: ‘Battle’ (L) and ‘Victory’ (R) murals 
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Figure 4c: ‘Victory’ mural 

 

Figure 4d: ‘Victory’ (L) and ‘Reconstruction’ (R) murals 

This set of four murals was painted by Ismet Muzejinovid, and was unveiled in 1967.10 The murals are 

located in Banovidi’s Workers’ Hall (Radnički Dom). Today, they are located above the entrance to 

the hall’s restaurant area. 

As described by Begovid (2010, pp.242-243), the murals contain four key motifs: Rebellion, Battle, 

Victory and (Re-)Construction. At the time of writing, Begovid (2010, p.243) also noted that damage 

was evident to the upper-right corner of the ‘Rebellion’ mural. On a site visit in December 2018, it 

could be seen that evidence of this damage was still present (Figure 4a). 

A petition for the murals’ inscription as a National Monument of Bosnia & Herzegovina was 

submitted to the Commission to Preserve National Monuments in 2009 (Maksimovid, 2009). 

  

                                                           
10

 Some sources state that the murals were created in the early 1960s. 
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5. ‘Rudar’ monument, Banovidi 

 

Figure 5a: ‘Rudar’ monument, Banovidi 

 

Figure 5b: Pre-1992 postcard depicting the monument 
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This monument is the work of Dragiša Trifkovid. It was unveiled in either 1961 or 1966 (although 

models on a similar theme had, apparently, been created from as early as 195811), and 

commemorates Banovidi’s coal-mining heritage. Although strictly speaking not a monument to the 

NOB or Revolution, the monument became a focal point of commemorative activities within the 

town, and is located in a prominent position within the town’s main park. The pedestal is made of 

concrete and is inscribed ‘KOMUNA RUDARIMA’ on the front. The author’s name is also clearly 

inscribed on the front of the monument, between the two feet of the miner. 

The monument is made of bronze, and is 2.4 metres in height. Both the statue and its pedestal are in 

good condition. 

 

 

 

  

                                                           
11

 The website ‘www.dragisatrifkovic.com’, dedicated to the life and works of Dragiša Trifkovid, presents one 
such model as dating to 1958. The website also claims a date of creation of 1960 for the ‘Rudar’ monument in 
Banovidi. The 1961 and 1966 dates presented here are based on two documents created by the author 
himself, copies of which are held at the International Gallery of Portrait, Tuzla. 
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6. Memorial ossuary, Željova 

 

Figure 6a: Memorial ossuary, Željova 

 

Figure 6b: Original commemorative stele 
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Figure 6c: Commemorative stele, 2018 

This ossuary lies at the foot of a hill in the village of Željova, and commemorates 19 Partisan fighters 

buried at the location, including Bogoljub Čukid, one of the first people to be (posthumously) 

awarded the title of National Hero. It consists of a broad landscaped plateau surrounded by an 

ornamental concrete fence, in which lie a number of deciduous trees and a line of three regular 

rectangular grave-like features, with a memorial stele bearing an inscription standing behind the 

central one of these. Inset into the fence is a wooden gate, painted in such a way as to evoke the 

modern-day flag of Bosnia & Herzegovina. It is unlikely that this gate was a part of the original 

construction, although it was not possible to determine whether or not a different gate or 

entranceway previously stood at this location. 

The inscription on the memorial plaque (in the Latin alphabet) is as follows: 

PALIM BORCIMA NOR-A 

NA OVOM MJESTU SAHRANJENO JE 

19 BORACA IZ BRIGADA: 

DRUGE I ŠESTE PROLETERSKE 

DRUGE DALMATINSKE 

ČETVRTE KRAJIŠKE 

PETE KOZARSKE 

ŠESNAESTE VOJVOĐANSKE DIVIZIJE 
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MEĐU NJIMA SU NARODNI HEROJI  

BOGOLJUB ČUKID IZ TUTINA I 

BRADA NEDELJKO I STEVAN JOVID 

IZ ŽELJOVE 

VJEČNA IM SLAVA I HVALA 

SUBNOR I OPŠTINA 

         BANOVIDI 

   NAROD ŽELJOVE12 

However, while this stele, both in style and inscription, appears to be original. It is in fact not. A 

newspaper article dating to August 2007 mentions that the ossuary had been recently restored 

(Oslobođenje, 12.08.2007, p.2). The article does not mention exactly what was restored or replaced 

(or the extent of damages that necessitated this). However, a photograph found online (Figure 6b) 

shows that, while the fencing and three concrete cists appear to be original, the commemorative 

stele was somewhat different to that present at the site today. Unfortunately, the original 

inscription cannot be read from this photograph, but it can be seen to be considerably longer, and 

with a text that differs considerably from that of the present-day stele. 

The memorial is in excellent condition, and appears to be well maintained, although the gate, both 

in materials and decoration, is somewhat incongruous with the rest of the memorial site. 

 

  

                                                           
12

 Translation: Fallen fighters of the NOR. At this place are buried 19 fighters of [the following] brigades: 2
nd

 
and 6

th
 Proletarian; 2

nd
 Dalmatian; 4

th
 Krajinan; 5

th
 Kozara; 16

th
 Vojvodinian Division. Among them are National 

Hero Bogoljub Čukid from Tutin and brothers Nedeljko and Stevan Jovid from Željova. Eternal gratitude and 
thanks, SUBNOR and the municipality of Banovici and the people of Željova  
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7. Memorial ossuary, Omazidi 

 

Figure 7a: Memorial ossuary, Omazidi 

This memorial ossuary is located beside the football stadium in the village of Omazidi. According to 

the inscription written in its concrete base, it dates to 1974, although no additional information 

could be found to confirm this. The ossuary’s artist is unknown. 

The ossuary consists of a small white marble plaque set into a concrete foundation. The plaque has 

no decoration, beside the inscription with a five-pointed star above it. The inscription (in the Latin 

alphabet) is as follows: 

ČETVORICI PALIH 

DALMATINSKE BRIGADE 

                        JULA 1943 

SUBNOR BANOVIDI13 

The concrete base into which this is set is inscribed with the date ‘17.11.1974’. 

The memorial ossuary is in good condition, although it is highly inconspicuous. It is not known 

whether it is intentionally maintained by the local community or authorities. 

 

  

                                                           
13

 Translation: Four fallen *of the+ Dalmatian Brigade, July 1943, SUBNOR Banovidi 
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8. Partisans’ cemetery, Gornji Bučik 

 

Figure 8a: Partisans’ cemetery in Gornji Bučik 

 

Figure 8b: Grave marker in the cemetery 
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Figure 8c: Ornamental stele with commemorative plaque 

This small cemetery lies in the village of Gornji Bučik. It was created in 1980, although its author is 

unknown. Similar to Banovidi Selo (see above, p.6), it consists of a series of small plaques (9 in total) 

inscribed with the names, years of birth and death and places of birth of those interred here, with a 

stone frieze bearing a relief at the centre, directly below which is situated a commemorative plaque. 

It appears from the inscription on the commemorative plaque that all individuals buried here died in 

a single incident, and a narrative provided by Lukid & Nikolid (1988, pp.51-52) corroborates this. 

The decorative relief appears to depict nine figures, which would correlate to the number buried at 

the site. Furthermore, at least one (possibly two) of the figures appears to be that of a woman, 

which is noteworthy considering that two of the fighters buried here are women. The figures are 

clustered in two groups: The first, in the upper left of the frieze, consists of five figures appearing to 

be in discussion, with one having their back turned to the viewer, with the furthermost left of these 

possibly being a female figure. The second group occupies the lower centre of the frieze. This 

consists of a group of three (including one woman in the centre) tending to a wounded comrade. 

The two male figures in this group appear to be looking up in the direction of the group of five 

figures above them. 
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The plaque below this is made of a white marble, set into a concrete base, which, below a five-

pointed star, is inscribed as follows: 

U ZNAK ZAHVALNOSTI 

BORCIMA TUZLANSKOG 

PARTIZANSKOG ODREDA 

POGINULIM BOREDI SE 

PROTIV NIJEMACA 23. 

DECEMBRA 1943. GODINE 

NA OVOM PODRUČJU 

GORNJI BUČIK 1980. GODINE14 

The nine individual grave markers are inscribed as follows: 

 

KLJUJID MILAN 

 

SUBAŠID ŠABAN 

 

HASANAGID SAKIB 

1928 – 1943 

 

1908 – 1943 

 

1924 – 1943 

TUZLA 

 

TUZLA 

 

ŽIVINICE 

 
    TUCO BOŽIDAR 

 

KAHID ŠEMSO 

 

PERID RADOJKA 

1926 – 1943 

 

1905 – 1943 

 

1925 – 1943 

TUZLA 

 

MOLUHE 

 

TUZLA 

 
    GRBAC MIRJANA 

 

DESAREVID JOVO 

 

KOLAKOVID ZDRAVKO 

1925 – 1943 

 

1889 – 1943 

 

1922 – 1943 

TUZLA 

 

TUZLA 

 

TUZLA 

  

The stone frieze at the centre of the cemetery has been crudely coloured, using what appears to be 

wax crayons, possibly by a child. This does not appear to be the result of malicious vandalism. Apart 

from this, the monument is in good condition, and appears to be well maintained. 

  

                                                           
14

 Translation: As a sign of gratitude to the fighters of the Tuzla Partisan Detachment who were lost in battle 

against the Germans on 23 December 1943 in this area. Gornji Bučik, 1980 
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9. Bust of Moša Pijade, Banovidi 

 

Figure 9a: Ostoja Đurid working on the bust 
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Figure 9b: Pedestal today 

 

Figure 9c: Detail of pedestal today 
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This bust was the work of local artist and art teacher Ostoja Đurid, although the exact date of the 

work is unknown. The bust was of large dimensions, and carved from stone. It stood on an 

ornamental pedestal to the right of the main entrance to Moša Pijade elementary school (today 

Banovidi elementary school). 

The bust is no longer in situ, although the pedestal is still in place, albeit covered by a trellis with 

plants growing on it. It has furthermore been partially covered with graffiti. The inscription on the 

pedestal is as follows: 

NARODNI HEROJ 

MOŠA PIJADE 

1890 - 1957 

An employee of the school said that the bust is currently stored in the school basement, although it 

was not possible to confirm this (nor the date of the bust’s removal, beside it being ‘in the late 

1990s’) during the course of research. 
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10. Grave of Anto Mrkid, Mrljevidi 

 

Figure 10a: Grave of Anto Mrkid in Mrljevidi 

 

Figure 10b: Inscription on grave of Anto Mrkid in Mrljevidi 
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Figure 10c: Final resting place of Anto Mrkid in the Partisans’ cemetery in Husino, Tuzla 

This grave marker lies in dense woodland on the outskirts of the hamlet of Mrljevidi. It marks the 

place of death of Anto Mrkid (1908-1943) who was killed in an accident at this location during the 6th 

Enemy Offensive (Mrkid,15 1988 pp.314-315). According to Bakalovid (2007, p.185), his remains were 

later exhumed and re-interred in the Partisan cemetery in his home village of Husino, on the 

outskirts of Tuzla (see Figure 10c). 

The inscription on the stone reads as follows: 

MRKID ILIJE ANTO 

HUSINO – TUZLA 1908 

I DETA XVIII HRVATSKE BRIGADA 

POGINUO 22.XII.1943 

The grave marker is in good condition, although it does not appear to be maintained, and its location 

is well-known among the inhabitants of the village of Mrljevidi. 

  
                                                           
15

 No relation, from the evidence available. 
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11. Grave of Salih Memid, Pribitkovidi 

 

Figure 11a: Grave of Salih Memid in Pribitkovidi 

 

Figure 11b: Inscription on grave of Salih Memid in Pribitkovidi 
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Figure 11c: Plaque commemorating Salih Memid in Prokosovidi 

 

Figure 11d: Plaque commemorating Salih Memid on the memorial ossuary in Lukavac 

This grave lies in the village of Pribitkovidi. It marks the burial place of Salih Memid (1914-1944), a 

member of the Tuzla Partisan Detachment originally from the village of Prokosovidi, near Lukavac 

(Kožar (ed.), 1988 p.389). 

The grave consists of a white marble plaque set into a concrete base. A green-painted fence 

surrounds the grave, although a tree has grown inside the enclosure, disturbing the fence’s 

structure. 

The plaque is inscribed (in the Latin alphabet) as follows: 
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MEMID OSME SALIH 

PROKOSOVIDI, LUKAVAC, 1914 

TUZLANSKI ODRED 

POGINUO DECEMBRA 1944 

 

In addition to this inscription, the concrete base is also inscribed with the following: 

SPOMENIK                     

PODIGLI 25. MAJA 1985. G 

The inscription upon the upper-right quarter of this base is illegible. 

It is interesting to note that, in addition to this grave marker, Salih Memid is commemorated on at 

least two other memorials. The first of these is the Monument to Fallen Fighters and Victims of 

Fascist Terror in his home village of Prokosovidi (Figure 11c), while the second is the memorial 

ossuary in Lukavac town centre (Figure 11d). While no literature could be found during the course of 

this research that would suggest the fighter’s remains had been relocated, a local resident said that 

he believed that they had been, and this idea is strengthened by the fate of the remains of Anto 

Mrkid (see above, p.29). It is likely that Memid’s remains were re-interred in the ossuary in Lukavac 

at some point in the past. 
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Condition Situation – Summary 

In total, 11 monuments and memorials to the People’s Liberation War and Revolution have been 

identified as existing on the territory of Banovidi municipality. These include 2 cemeteries, 2 

ossuaries, 2 memorial plaques, 1 bust, 2 individual graves, 1 set of murals and 1 artistic monument. 

Overall, with the exception of the Bust of Moša Pijade in Banovidi – which has been removed from 

its location and is said to be in storage – all are in comparably good condition. 

A summary of the condition of monuments and memorials, and suggestions for future conservation 

activities is as follows: 

Cemeteries: 

The Monument to the NOB in Banovidi Selo is, in fact, a cemetery with five burials. Information 

regarding the burials conflicts with published literature relating to at least four of the five individuals 

buried here. Further research is needed to ascertain whether the data on the headstones is correct, 

and, if not, consideration must be made as to correcting it, possibly by means of inclusion of an 

information panel beside the monument. Due to the monument falling upon property registered as 

a National Monument, any such intervention must be performed in consultation with the relevant 

state body (i.e. the Commission to Preserve National Monuments of Bosnia and Herzegovina). 

The Partisans’ cemetery in Gornji Bučik is in good condition and appears to be well maintained. 

However, the ‘colouring’ of the monument with what appears to be wax crayons needs to be 

removed using suitable materials. 

Ossuaries: 

The Memorial ossuary in Željova is in good condition. Consideration should be made regarding 

removal or replacement of the wooden gate attached to the fence, however, as it is inconsistent 

with the design of the memorial area. Furthermore, efforts should be made to find the contents of 

the original inscription on the commemorative stele, in order to determine whether additional 

information pertaining to those buried here has been omitted from the new text. 

While the Memorial ossuary in Omazidi is in good condition, it is barely noticeable, and could easily 

be accidentally destroyed or damaged. The idea of creating a small fence or enclosure around the 

ossuary – to both protect and demarcate it – should be considered. 

Memorial Plaques: 

The Monument to commemorate the opening of the Brčko-Banovidi line in Oskova is in good 

condition. No action needs to be taken, although it is advised that the memorial plaque (as well as 

the construction upon which it is positioned) is occasionally monitored for damage or deterioration. 

The Memorial plaque to commemorate a visit by Josip Broz Tito in Banovidi is in good condition. 

The idea of renovating the area immediately surrounding the memorial plaque should be 

considered, as well as that of possibly restoring the damaged part of the pedestal into which the 

memorial plaque is set, although this is not entirely necessary, as it does not affect the structural 

integrity of the memorial plaque. 
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Busts: 

The Bust of Moša Pijade that formerly stood outside Banovidi elementary school should be located 

and its condition assessed, and, if possible, it should be transferred to a suitable institution in the 

municipality as a piece of commemorative sculpture of value to the local community. 

Individual Graves: 

The graves of Anto Mrkid in Mrljevidi and Salih Memid in Pribitkovidi are, in fact, cenotaphs, due to 

the reburial of the fighters’ remains at other locations. Nevertheless, both sites should be 

occasionally monitored for damage or deterioration. 

Murals: 

Efforts should be made to conserve and promote the Murals to commemorate the NOB in the 

Workers’ Hall in Banovidi as a rare surviving example of decorative murals dating to the 1960s in 

Bosnia & Herzegovina. Whether this site is inscribed as a National Monument remains to be seen, 

although efforts should be made to preserve them and to carry out preventative conservation 

measures, in order to inhibit further deterioration, especially as a result of water damage around the 

‘Rebellion’ motif. 

Artistic Monuments:  

The ‘Rudar’ monument in Banovidi’s town park is in good condition. No interventions are 

considered necessary, although the idea of installing an interpretive panel explaining its relevance to 

the town and the history of its creation in proximity to it should be considered.  

 

In addition to the suggestions given above, it is worth mentioning that further research should be 

undertaken to determine whether any more monuments or memorials existed upon the territory of 

the municipality. As mentioned in the Background and Summary section, local residents claimed that 

one or more additional memorial plaques may have existed within the municipality, although these 

could not be located during field research. 
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Municipality Map 

 

Key: 

Number Name 

1 Monument to the NOB, Banovidi Selo 

2 Monument to commemorate the opening of the Brčko-Banovidi line, Oskova 

3 Memorial plaque to commemorate a visit by Josip Broz Tito, Banovidi 

4 Murals to commemorate the NOB in the Workers’ Hall, Banovidi 

5 ‘Rudar’ monument, Banovidi 

6 Memorial ossuary, Željova 

7 Memorial ossuary, Omazidi 

8 Partisans’ cemetery, Gornji Bučik 

9 Bust of Moša Pijade, Banovidi 

10 Grave of Anto Mrkid, Mrljevidi 

11 Grave of Salih Memid, Pribitkovidi 

(precise coordinates can be obtained by contacting the author)  
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